
We are officially counting down the days to our 3rd grade SOLs! It is time to start

preparing and studying. The third grade team is so excited to introduce our annual

“Reading Readiness Challenge.” This will be a challenge amongst all of the third

grade classes to see which class can read the most passages on SOLPass.

SOLPass is a website that has previous SOL passages and questions for students

to use for practice. 

The “Reading Readiness Challenge” will continue to replace homework as the

math SOL review packets have until the SOLs. We will not be assigning

students a passage each night, it is up to them to decide when they would like

to complete each passage. In order to receive credit students will need to

receive an 80% or higher on the comprehension questions. The score will

appear when they submit it at the end. If their score is not an 80% or higher

they will need to answer the questions again. Students will be able to read the

passages and answer the questions on SOLPass as many times as they wish.

When the student receives an 80% or higher they will record this on their

recording sheet. Please sign your initials next to your student’s score to

hold them accountable. 

Your student will need to bring the green recording sheet to and from school

every day.  The green recording sheet will be added to the yellow  SOL homework

folder. We will have a chart in the classroom and hallway for students to see which

class has read the most. As soon as a student has an 80% or higher and parent

initials on their recording sheet they will get to put their own tally mark on the

chart! 

We are so excited for this challenge and hope you are too. We will have a prize for

the winning class at the end of the challenge. Thank you for your support as we

prepare for the reading SOL!

Thank you,

The Third Grade Team

Hello Alvey Families, 2024



Go to Clever and search “SOL Pass”1.
Click on “Reading”   2.
Check the side to make sure it is on “3rd Grade
Reading”

3.

Click on a title and begin reading.4.
When you have finished and received an 80% or above
write your score on the line below!

5.

Name: _______________
Reading Readiness Recording Sheet

The Cook’s Surprise ______ 
Useful Weeds of the Sea _____ 
Want to Send a Secret Message?
_______ 
A Hidden Treasure _______ 
The Ostrich: One Odd Bird
_______ 
The Search (a poem)_____ 
Ready for the Race _______ 
Dirt for Dessert _______ 
The King’s Riddle _______ 
Driven to See Movies _______ 

Pass the Milk _______ 
Special Jobs _______ 
A Good Night’s Sleep
______ 
All About Me _______ 
A Summer to Remember
____ 
Ordering A-Z _____ 
Syllables ______ 
Contractions ______ 
Finding Information ______ 
Word Choice _______ 

You may put your score on the line next to the passage and

have a parent initial it.


